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The Irish Singles Chart (Irish: Cairt Singil na hÃ‰ireann) is Ireland's music industry standard singles
popularity chart issued weekly by the Irish Recorded Music Association (IRMA) and compiled on
their behalf by The Official Charts Company.Chart rankings are based on sales, which are compiled
through over-the-counter retail data captured electronically each day from retailers' EPOS systems.
Irish Singles Chart - Wikipedia
The following is a list of songs that the BBC (the British Broadcasting Corporation) has, at one stage
or another, considered unsuitable for broadcasting on its radio and television stations. Although the
BBC has historically banned songs it deemed unsuitable, in recent years the Corporation has
claimed that it no longer bans any records.
List of songs banned by the BBC - Wikipedia
Dr. Uke's ukulele chord diagrams. WAITING ROOM. Contact Dr. Uke. Songs These song
arrangements for the ukulele are provided by Doctor Uke for his students and/or patients.They are
to be used for educational and/or medicinal purposes only. Dr. Uke sings along with songs marked
with an s.Songs marked with an * are suitable for beginners. Also, check out BEGINNERS.
DR. UKE SONGS WITH UKULELE CHORD DIAGRAMS
Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein ("Main Title") [YouTube clip at that link], composed by Frank
Skinner, captures both the chills and the laughs of the classic film that drops the immortal comedic
duo into the horrors of the Universal monster franchise. Skinner's wonderful score for this 1948 film
was given a Halloween tribute by conductor William Stromberg and the Golden State Pops ...
My Favorite Songs
"Open Range" inspired the popular song written in the 1930s, "Don't Fence Me In." Composer Cole
Porter created that song with Montana engineer, writer and poet, Robert "Bob" Fletcher
(1885-1972). The poem is included in Fletcher's 1934 book, Corral Dust.He also wrote Free Grass
to Fences: The Montana Cattle Range Story, published in 1960.
Strays - Center for Western and Cowboy Poetry ...
There are over 800 play-along songs on this website. The songs are located either on this page or
the Beginner's Page. Click here for a list of all website songs (pdf)
Jim Bottorff's Banjo Page - jbott.com
Bytown Ukulele Group (BUG) is for everyone in the Ottawa area who loves ukulele! Our BUG jams
are on the 3rd Wednesday of every month and they're FREE! Come out to strum, sing, and laugh!
Bytown Ukulele Group (BUG) Ottawa > Songs
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